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This is the second in a series of status reports on the 1100 open problems listed 
in the book Open Roblems in Topology (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1990), edited 
by the authors. For the next few years, Topology and its Applicatims will publish 
such status reports at regular intervals. Our goal is to give a brief account of problems 
solved, by whom, and whether preprints are available. Already solutions and 8 
partial solutions have been announced. 
ln addition to announcements of new solutions, these reports will contain a matrix 
of problem numbers updated to indicate those problems till open. In this manner, 
we hope to fulfill our initial ambition to provide a source book of current open 
problems. Of course, this will only be possiblt, if we have the co-operation of both 
problem solvers and problem posers. To increase our chances of success, we would 
like to request each reader who solves a problem to notify both the author(s) of 
the paper in which it appeared in the book and one of the two editors of this section. 
As mentioned in the book, we plan a complete revision with the addition of new 
topics and authors within five years. We hope that this format will prove a useful 
service to the research community in topology. 
G. Gruenhage critized the editors for not being consistent about counting con- 
sistent solutions as “solutions” in our first update- Dow’s consistent solution 
Problem 5 was not counted as a solution, while consistent solutions of Problems 
314 and 318 were counted as solutions. He would prefer to see a separate cat 
for consistent solutions to problems in which a ZFC solution may exist (a 
consistent solution was previously known). The editors agree with this. In addition 
to this, there is also the problem of how to deal with partial solutions. 
on, on the chart we will shade in half of the box if the problem under 60 
is partially solved. A consistent answer to a ZFC problem is considered to be a 
partial solution. If the ZFC problem turns out to be indepen ent of the usual axioms 
for set theory, then this of course is counted as a full solution. 
Problem 9 The Stone space of the 
counterexample. This is due to 
$Jet 
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Problem 108 Solved consistently by G. Gruenhage (USA). Assuming MA, there 
are completely regular as well as countable xamples. Assuming CH, 
there is a perfectly normal example. A pi qlint is available. 
Problem 180 P. Nyikos (USA) has partially solved this problem. The answer is 
NO if the covering lemma holds over the Core model, and various 
other weak hypotheses. For more information, see the paper in Israel 
.I. Math. 62 (1988) 302-310. 
Problem 181 P. Nyikos (USA) remarks that if K = A is strongly inaccessible, 1x1 
can be arbitrarily large. Take D discrete as big as you wish and let 
S be the space of ultrafilters p E @3 for which there is E E g with 
1Ei < A. A similar example works whenever K > 2’? 
Problem 205 This is the same as Steptins’ 3.3 (Problem 30), and according to the 
art it has been solved. 
Problem 210 The answer is independent. On the one hand it is consistent with 
MA-l--CH that every automorphism of o* is trivial (S. Shelah and 
1. Stepriins, PFA implies all automorphisms are trivial, Proc. Amer. 
(1988) 12204225). In this model the answer is 
negative: there are c automorphisms but 2’ &points. On the other 
hand Stepfins (Canada) recently showed the consistency of a positive 
answer (J. Steptins, Martin’s Axiom and topological type5 of PC- 
points, Preprint 9142, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, 
York University). 
Problem 217 This is a special case of Dow’s Problem 9; the Stone space of the 
Bore1 algebra on [0, 1] furnishes a consistent counterexample. This 
is due to A. Dow (Canada) and J. Vermeer (Netherlands); some sort 
of preprint is available. 
Problem 222 This problem was shown to be equivalent o Problem 221. P. Simon 
(Czechoslovakia), A note on nowhere dense sets in o$, comment. 
Math. Univ. Carolin. 31 (1990) 145-147. 
Problem 226 We were informed by J. Vaughan that S. Shelah (Israel) told him 
that a positive answer will appear in his revised book on proper 
forcing. 
Problem 228 A yes answer was given by A. Dow (Canada). Take a map f from 
PO onto I’, take a closed set A such that frA is irreducible and 
finally take any p in A. A preprint is available. M. Rajagopalan 
informed us that in his paper Scattered compactifications of some 
scattered spaces, J. Indian Math. Sot. 41 (1977) 181-202, it was 
shown that under C such a point cannot be a P-point of order Q! 
(a! < 0,). 
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Problem 314 The Tree-Watson example of a pseudocompact, nonmetrixable 
Moore manifold required the CH, hence the problem is still open 
in ZFC. G.M. Reed would like to note that P. Nyikos has produced 
an example of a pseudonormal, nonmetrizable Moore manifold 
several years ago, which Reed had forgotten. 
Problem 339 LE. Vaughan has been informed of two solutions to this problem. 
K. Kunen and A. Miller told him that a solution has been known 
to them for many years in the form of a model which satisfies 
p = c > ol = cov(k). They attribute the model to folklore, and note 
that a model constructed by C. Herink in his (unpublished) disserta- 
tion [4, Theorem 4, and top of p. 861 satisfies these properties plus 
the Souslin hypothesis. The model is constructed by a finite support 
iteration of precahber cut forcing of len h o2 over a model of CH, 
and a published proof that such a model satisfies g = c = o2 can be 
found in 13, Proposition 81. Several people have supplied Vaughan 
with a proof that such model satisfies cov(h) = ol, but he does not 
know a published proof. The proof suggested by Kunen and 
uses the following known results about Boolean algebras: (1) addin 
a random real is equivalent o adding a generic uitrafilter for the 
random real measure algebra (Solovay), (2) under CH, the random 
real algebra does not have precaliber wl (probably due to Erdiis, see 
[S, Exercise II(26)]), and (3) if I? adds a generic fiiier for cz then 
there is a complete homomorphism from c to B (A. Blass noted 
that a proof of (3) is implicit in the proof of Theorem 5.7 in [I]). 
D. Fremlin sent a different, direct proof that such a model satisfies 
cov(L) = oI, and pointed out that “Con(ZFC) implies Con(p = t> 
aI = cov( IL))” is stated without proof in [2, BIG]. M. Goldstern 
passed along to Vaughan from H. Judah a somewhat different method 
of constructing smodel satisfying p = c > wl = ccv(L). Judah’s model 
is constructed by ;d finite supnort if raGon of u-centered forci 
starting witi-r a mode! of CH so that in the final model, c = ~2, a 
artin’s axiom hollds for m-centered forcing notions (that a finite 
support iteration of length c of a-centered forcing is a-centered is 
similar to the proof that the product of at most c separable spaces 
is separable). Three other relevant references are [7, Theorem 61, 
[6], and [S]. Vaughan is very grateful to the people mentioned above 
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There is an error in the textual material accompanying Problems 387 
and 388. Motorov’s result, the oth power of any first countable, 
zero-dimensional, compact HausdorfE space, must be a retmct of a 
homogeneous space. The question of whether such a power must be 
homogeneous i , as far as we know, open. 
Solved in the negative by W. Olszewski (Poland), even for Q! = O. A 
preliminary version of a preprint is available. 
Solved in the affirmative by P. inc (USA). A preprint is available. 
Soived in the affirmative by D. Shakmatov (USSR): for euery Abelian 
group G, G# is strongly zero-dimensional. See “note added in proof” 
in Shakmatov‘s paper Imbeddings into topological groups preserving 
dimensions, Topology Appl. 36 (1990) 181-204. 
Solved in the affirmative by V. Uspenskii (USSR). There exist for 
any topological group G an embedding G - W, where H is a minimal 
logical group, and a retraction r : H + G which is a group 
homomorphism; hence G is a subgroup of H and also its quotient 
group. The editors do not know whether a preprint is available. 
D. Shakmatov (USSR) remarks the following. This question should 
probably be attributed also to E.M. VeiStomov; it was published in 
1985 in his preprint Unsolved problems of topological algebra, 
Institute of Mathematics, Computer Centre, Moldavian Academy of 
Science, Stiinca, Kishinev (in Russian). It was solved by M.I. Ursul 
(USSR) in 1987. He proved that for every n E N the ring R, = R x 6” 
contains a totally disconnected topological (sub)field F, of 
dimension n. See Ursul’s paper On the dimension theory of topologi- 
cal fields, LX. Akad. Nauk Moldav. SSR Ser. Fiz.-Tekhn. Mat. Nauk 
3 (1987) 47-48 (in Russian). 
Solved by R. Cauty (France). There is no preprint available. 
Solved by R. Cauty (France). There is no preprint available. 
Solved by R. Cauty (France). A preprint is available. 
Solved by R. Cauty (France). A preprint is availabie. 
Solved by T. Dobrowolski (Poland). There is no preprint available. 
Problem 590 Solved by R. Ctiuty (France). There is no preprint available. 






Solved in the negative by H. Gladdines (Netherlands) and others. 
There is no preprint available. 
Line 2 “f: R” + R” from which” should be “f: R” + R” for which”. 
Solved by R. Daverman (USA). A preprint is available. 
Answered in the negative by G. Spencer-Brown (UK). Here is a 
counterexample: 
This problem is badly posed. The conjecture should read as follows: 
Suppose that K # is alternating, reduced and achircl. l%en there exists 
an alternating diagram K, ambient isotopic to K #, such that the graphs 
G(K) and G*(K) are isomoqhic graphs on the two-dimensional 
sphere. 
Problem 901 This problem was solved in the affirmative by N. T. Nhu (Vietnam). 
A preprint is available. 
roblem 933 This problem was solved by J. van Mill (Netherlands) and J.E- West 
(USA): Every compact Lie group CZ &nits semifree actions cy anu 
/3 on Q such that their fixed point sets are identical, their orb 
are homeomorphic to Q, but Q! and p are not conjugate. 
no preprint available. 
Problem 1040 This problem was solved in the negative by M. Sakai (Japan). A 
preprint is available. 
Problem 1041 This problem was also solved in the negative by M. Sakai (Japan). 
A preprint is available. 
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